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A block B of mass 7 kg is at rest on rough horizontal ground. A force of magnitude X N acts on B at

an angle of 15Å to the upward vertical (see diagram).

(i) Given that B is in equilibrium find, in terms of X, the normal component of the force exerted

on B by the ground. [2]

(ii) The coefficient of friction between B and the ground is 0.4. Find the value of X for which B is

in limiting equilibrium. [3]

2 A string is attached to a block of weight 30 N, which is in contact with a rough horizontal plane.

When the string is horizontal and the tension in it is 24 N, the block is in limiting equilibrium.

(i) Find the coefficient of friction between the block and the plane. [2]

The block is now in motion and the string is at an angle of 30� upwards from the plane. The tension

in the string is 25 N.

(ii) Find the acceleration of the block. [4]

3 A straight ice track of length 50 m is inclined at 14Å to the horizontal. A man starts at the top of

the track, on a sledge, with speed 8 m s−1. He travels on the sledge to the bottom of the track. The

coefficient of friction between the sledge and the track is 0.02. Find the speed of the sledge and the

man when they reach the bottom of the track. [4]
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A small box of mass 40 kg is moved along a rough horizontal floor by three men. Two of the men

apply horizontal forces of magnitudes 100 N and 120 N, making angles of 30Å and 60Å respectively

with the positive x-direction. The third man applies a horizontal force of magnitude F N making an

angle of !Å with the negative x-direction (see diagram). The resultant of the three horizontal forces

acting on the box is in the positive x-direction and has magnitude 136 N.

(i) Find the values of F and !. [6]

(ii) Given that the box is moving with constant speed, state the magnitude of the frictional force

acting on the box and hence find the coefficient of friction between the box and the floor. [3]
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A small ring of mass 0.2 kg is threaded on a fixed vertical rod. The end A of a light inextensible string

is attached to the ring. The other end C of the string is attached to a fixed point of the rod above

A. A horizontal force of magnitude 8 N is applied to the point B of the string, where AB = 1.5 m

and BC = 2 m. The system is in equilibrium with the string taut and AB at right angles to BC (see

diagram).

(i) Find the tension in the part AB of the string and the tension in the part BC of the string. [5]

The equilibrium is limiting with the ring on the point of sliding up the rod.

(ii) Find the coefficient of friction between the ring and the rod. [5]

6
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A ring of mass 4 kg is attached to one end of a light string. The ring is threaded on a fixed horizontal

rod and the string is pulled at an angle of 25◦ below the horizontal (see diagram). With a tension in

the string of T N the ring is in equilibrium.

(i) Find, in terms of T , the horizontal and vertical components of the force exerted on the ring by

the rod. [4]

The coefficient of friction between the ring and the rod is 0.4.

(ii) Given that the equilibrium is limiting, find the value of T . [3]
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A block of weight 6.1 N is at rest on a plane inclined at angle α to the horizontal, where tan α =
11
60

.

The coefficient of friction between the block and the plane is µ. A force of magnitude 5.9 N acting

parallel to a line of greatest slope is applied to the block.

(i) When the force acts up the plane (see Fig. 1) the block remains at rest. Show that µ ≥
4
5
. [5]

(ii) When the force acts down the plane (see Fig. 2) the block slides downwards. Show that µ <
7
6
.

[2]

(iii) Given that the acceleration of the block is 1.7 m s−2 when the force acts down the plane, find the

value of µ. [2]
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